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Joshua Hamel(June 21 19**)
 
These poems I have submitted were written for a project in my english class.
Some of the poems have real meaning to me, and obviously some dont. If you
have any questions about a poem (if you dont get what it means)    just leave a
comment in that particular poem and I will try and answer it as soon as I can.
 
thank you for your time, I hope you enjoy.
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Heart's Content
 
I am lonely and confused,
I wonder what will happen..
I hear my heart weeping,
I see the tears that form..
I am lonely and confused.
 
I pretend that I am happy,
I feel it pulling me down..
I touch my soul's lament,
I worry if I will ever recover..
I cry for my hearts content,
I am lonely and confused.
 
I understand that my life is short..
I say it will be full of hurt and deciet..
I dream of sometimes letting go.
 
Joshua Hamel
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I’m Sitting Here All Alone
 
I’m sitting here all alone
Writing my suicide poem
I’m in the park after dark
I am afraid to go home
I’m afraid of the coming pain
It’s the reason I cut my vain
I grab the blade and hold it tight
As I live my final last night
The blade sinks in as I cut my skin
Releasing the pain within
The blood flows down as my troubles drown
I dropp to my knees in a bloody mess
This is the night I have long detest
I dropp to my knees it is hard to breathe
My goal I have longed achieved
I dropp to my chest as I am laid to rest
All I know is I did my best….
 
Joshua Hamel
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Life And Death
 
Life
Tasteless, burden
Unwilling, unforgiving, unrelenting
Hatred, hard-work, everlasting, reliable
Intesifying, relieving, delivering
Freedom, Release
Death
 
Joshua Hamel
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Lonely Boy
 
There once was a boy named Phil
Who lived all alone on a hill
He wanted a companion
But leaped off a canyon
And he will stay down there until..
 
Joshua Hamel
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Morbid Bliss
 
It will come forth in the night
And put deep in you its fright
As it screams for your soul in delight
 
It will blow through your window
And will transgress you to widow
As it then moves to your kiddo*
 
It will creep into his silent bedroom
And will produce screams that consume
The very essence of your bloom..
 
Joshua Hamel
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Pain (In Response To 'sorrow')
 
One painful night
Regretful intentions of the saved
Death and rage consume the innocent
Fate finds the other
Two young souls reunite
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Sorrow
 
Two boys in the park
A day set in fate's cruel hands
Only one goes home
 
Joshua Hamel
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The Meaning Of Life
 
Life
It means nothing,
Except pain and fear,
It holds no meaning,
Only anger and tears,
It takes no responsibility,
Just complication and theft,
Its soul purpose is…
Frustration and death.
 
Joshua Hamel
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Toast
 
All around the world,
From coast to coast
People always ask me
What I like the most.
 
I don't want to brag,
I don't want to boast,
But I always tell them
That I like toast.
 
They might think
That I will like roast,
But in the end...
Toast is what I like the most!
 
Joshua Hamel
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Under Real Skin
 
Black sun rays fall upon my soul
casting dark shadows
Causing it to become withered and grow cold
my skin starts pealing away
showing the real me in an ugly way
Today, just the same
Tomorrow, just the same
Yesterday is gone, but the pain will never go away
The clock hands are ticking backwards it seems
things that have happened in the past seem to be coming back
Driving the razor blades into my unholy flesh
leaving me here
naked and bare
striped away from all what makes me sane
now drowning in the sorrow of the black sun rays
 
Joshua Hamel
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Why?
 
I ask...
Why is it like this?
So much pain and lies
No more love or any bliss,
Just leave me here to cry.
 
I ask...
Why must I stay?
With so much deceit
My life is so far astray,
My decision is now conrete.
 
I ask...
Why not let go?
There is nothing to be saved
My pains can now flow,
My soul is no more craved.
 
Joshua Hamel
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